
 

Vision Quest Laboratory 

  

  

In Possibility Labs you change your relationship to inner blocks by getting deep insights into your true 

needs and hidden purposes. Through approaching your essential inspiration and applying practical tools 

and techniques of Possibility Management you pave the way for reviving your true vocation, no matter how 

big your vocation is. Possibility Labs provide a safe space for your ongoing initiation into responsible 

adulthood and into a purpose driven life. 

A special kind of Lab 

The Vision Quest is a very ancient and well-known method of self-healing 

and initiation in the wilderness. In this special Lab, we combine this ancient 

knowledge with the powerful distinctions and initiation processes of 

Possibility Management. The core of the 4 days is a vision quest where 

you spend 24 hours in nature - alone and in close connection with the 

whole team. 

The purpose of this extraordinary initiation process is to actively deal with 

the eternal cycle of life and death, allowing you to reconnect with life again 

and again, to realize the purpose of your own existence and to find your 

own personal life mission. It's about consciously letting go of the long 

outdated and inviting the new that wants to emerge into your life. The 

wilderness, with its direct and symbolic language, serves us as a magical, sacred space and mirror. 

 
„Deep down you know the truth. It is time to cross the threshold. It 

is time to take the step. It is time to inherit your life. It is time to 

wake up and let go, because your authentic being is waiting for 

you.” 



 

The first day of the lab serves as a preparation of your vision 

quest. On the second day, at sunrise, the real adventure begins 

– your Quest. After a threshold ritual, you will spend 24 hours 

alone in nature - in deep dialogue with you and Gaia, to say 

goodbye to what no longer belongs to you and to receive what 

you want to be born. Day 3 and 4 serve for the integration and 

completion of the individual processes. 

 

You should have already participated in at least 1 normal Lab to get the most from this particular lab. 

If you feel addressed by this extraordinary training, then decide for it without knowing how to do it. 

Trainer: Patrizia Patz, Cornelius Butz 

  

  

 


